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White Hill and White House road looking eastwards from 
Newtown on the edge of North Stoke village. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

Subsumed into Crowmarsh parish in 1932, North Stoke is a small and secluded Thames-

side village c.2 miles (3.5 km) south of Wallingford. Its 19th-century parish was small, 

extending from the river to just beyond Icknield Way; in the earlier Middle Ages, however, it 

included much of what later became Ipsden parish, stretching as far as Stoke Row in the 

Chiltern hills. Ecclesiastical rights over Ipsden and Newnham Murren persisted much longer, 

one of several indicators that in the late Anglo-Saxon period North Stoke may have been a 

significant estate and ecclesiastical centre.1 Despite that the village has probably 

accommodated fewer than 200 people for much of its history, most of them relatively poor 

save for a handful of larger farmers, and from 1700 North Stoke’s vicars lived at Ipsden. 

Gentrification was evident by the 19th century, however, and continued through the 20th, 

reflected in the addition of a grand country residence called The Springs alongside some 

more standard modern housing. 

 

 

Parish Boundaries 

 

In the early Middle Ages North Stoke manor (and presumably its parish) extended from the 

Thames into the Chiltern hills as far as Bixmoor and Hailey woods and Stoke Row, 

suggesting a long thin ‘strip parish’ comparable with others in the area. Its ecclesiastical 

authority was wider, extending to Ipsden, Newnham Murren, and probably Mongewell. An 

                                            
1
 Below, landscape etc. (boundaries); relig. hist. This account (dealing chiefly with the small post-

medieval parish) was written in 2018 and revised in 2019. 
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area bordering Checkendon was separated as Ipsden manor by the mid 11th century, 

followed by the foundation of Ipsden chapel, and as North Stoke manor was reduced 

through land grants and creation of freeholds the area judged to belong to North Stoke as 

opposed to Ipsden seems to have dwindled, parochial distinctions being muddied by the fact 

that all tithes remained payable to North Stoke as the mother church. By 1396 tithes 

reckoned to come from ‘Ipsden’ were already worth more than those from ‘North Stoke’, and 

by the 17th century Stoke Row and other upland outliers were included in Ipsden for both 

church and (apparently) civil purposes.2 Elsewhere shared open fields continued to blur 

distinctions, those west of Icknield way lacking any ‘actual boundary’ between the two 

parishes ‘for a considerable distance’ even in the 1840s, when North Stoke was estimated at 

c.940–1,090 acres.3 

 

 

 

A firm boundary was established by the enclosure commissioner in 1845, leaving 

North Stoke with 853 a. compared with Ipsden’s 3,442 acres. The western boundary along 

the Thames, the short north-west boundary with Mongewell, and much of the southern 

boundary with Ipsden probably largely preserved the medieval pattern; the other boundaries, 

however, were newly drawn around former furlongs, protruding across Icknield Way, and 

leaving some newly delineated blocks still slightly intermingled.4 In 1932 the parish was 

incorporated with its northern neighbours into the new civil parish of Crowmarsh, and in 1952 

the south-eastern boundary with Ipsden was moved slightly westwards to follow Brockendon 

                                            
2
 Above, Ipsden, landscape etc. (boundaries); below, landownership; relig. hist. 

3
 TNA, IR 18/7808; Census, 1831–41; below, econ. hist. 

4
 TNA, IR 18/7808; OHC, tithe and enclo. maps; OS Area Book (1878). 

North Stoke’s irregular western boundary with Ipsden was established at the 
enclosure of its shared open fields in the 1840s. Source: K. Tiller and G. Darkes 
(eds), An Historical Atlas of Oxfordshire (ORS 67, 2010). 
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Bottom, transferring an isolated house at Larkstoke to Ipsden. A further small adjustment in 

1992 brought the White House public house on Port Way into Ipsden.5 The ecclesiastical 

boundaries were altered in 1907–8, 1927, and 1993.6 

 

Landscape 

 

North Stoke village occupies Thames-side gravels at 45 m. OD, immediately south of a 

stream flowing into the river from a spring-line at the foot of the Chiltern scarp. The 19th-

century parish’s highest points (at 90–91 m.) were White and Coblers Hills north-east of the 

village, but otherwise the ground rises fairly gently to 71 m. by Port Way, falling slightly at 

Brockendon Bottom (the line of another stream) near the Ipsden boundary. The underlying 

geology is chalk, overlain further east by Coombe deposits.7 Part of the stream by the village 

formed a large millpond by probably the late 11th century,8 known according to an 

unsubstantiated 19th-century tradition as Drincan from the Anglo-Saxon verb ‘to drink’.9 A 

separate spring with supposed healing powers (called ‘mungrill spaw’) was discovered in the 

17th century, but is unidentified.10 

 North Stoke’s medieval woodland lay on the Chilterns in what became Ipsden 

parish,11 though in the early 21st century there were a few small plantations closer by, and 

more extensive tree cover around the village. The landscape in general remains fairly open, 

while north of the village a large golf course was laid out in the 1980s, stretching to the 

Mongewell boundary.12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
5
 Census, 1931–61; South Oxon. (Parishes) Order 1992; OS Maps 1:25000, SU 68 (1960 edn); 

1:25000, sheet 171 (2009 edn). 
6
 Below, relig. hist. (paroch. organizn). 

7
 Geol. Surv. Map 1:50000 (solid and drift), sheet 254 (1980 edn); OS Map 1:25000, sheet 171 (2009 

edn). 
8
 Below, econ. hist. (milling). 

9
 Bodl. MS Top. Oxon. d 342, f. 16; cf. Reading Mercury, 26 Apr. 1952, 10 Nov. 1962: cuttings in 

OHC, ORCC 103. Perhaps derived from Drunken Bottom in Ipsden: OS Map 1:2500, Oxon. LII.4 
(1878 edn). 
10

 J. Chandler (ed.), Travels Through Stuart Britain: The Adventures of John Taylor, the Water Poet 
(1999), 131, 142–4. 
11

 Below, econ. hist. (agric. landscape). 
12

 Ibid.; below, social hist. (since 1800). 
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Communications 

 

 

 

 

 

The parish’s main north–south roads probably all preserve medieval routes, and were 

confirmed as 30-foot-wide public highways at enclosure in 1856.13 The Reading road or Port 

Way (the modern A4074) and the Crowmarsh–Goring road (the B4009) both bypass the 

village, which lies further west along a long-distance riverside route apparently preserving 

the medieval Tudding or ‘Tidgeon’ Way;14 here, however, the name was applied instead to 

part of the Crowmarsh–Goring road, suggesting a diversion away from the river.15 The 

village street itself now continues north and south only as a bridle path, its northwards 

extension to Mongewell having been confirmed as an 8-foot-wide public bridleway at 

enclosure, and its 30-foot continuation southwards to Ipsden ferry having been downgraded 

during the 20th century.16 The ancient Icknield Way, along the 19th-century parish’s eastern 

boundary, was earlier recorded as Ickleton, Hackney, or Ewelme Way.17  

West–east routes mapped from the 18th century (albeit inconsistently) included 

Church and Clay Ways, running roughly parallel from North Stoke village to Ipsden chapel 

and ‘village’ across the shared open fields.18 At enclosure in the 1840s–50s they were 

replaced by a single straight road past Ipsden chapel, running from Cook Lane (so named by 

                                            
13

 OHC, enclo. award and map; above, vol. intro. (communics). 
14

 Preece, ‘Tuddingway’, 5; Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 62; above, vol. intro. (communics). 
15

 OHC, tithe award and map. 
16

 Ibid. enclo. award and map; OS Maps 1:10000, SU 68 NW (1972 and 1993 edns); 1:25000, sheet 
171 (2009 edn). 
17

 e.g. SJCC, D31.70; D54.40; D86.12; D86.20; OHC, MS Oxf. Archd. Oxon. b 41, f. 57. 
18

 Jefferys, Oxon. Map (1767); Davis, Oxon. Map (1797); Bryant, Oxon. Map (1824); OS Map 1”, 
sheet XIII (1830 edn); cf. SJCC, MPS0089 (1791). 

From North Stoke village roads ran north–south along the Thames and eastwards 
towards Ipsden and the Chiltern uplands. From Thomas Jefferys’s map of 1767. 
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1657) on the edge of North Stoke village.19 Wix Way, a surviving bridleway between the 

Crowmarsh–Goring and Reading roads, formerly continued north-eastwards through Ipsden, 

Mongewell, and Newnham Murren, until that stretch was suppressed in 1803.20 

A ferry across the Thames existed by 1780, held with North Stoke’s fishery.21 From 

1789 the landing place (just north of the village) belonged to the Wallingford Almshouse 

Charity, and was used by North Stoke farmers to load and unload goods including grain and 

manure.22 By the 1890s the ferry was abandoned and the boat sunk, inhabitants presumably 

using the nearby Ipsden ferry at Littlestoke.23 

No carriers are known to have stopped in the village until 1924, when Harry Smith’s 

motorized service between Wallingford and Reading called at the post office on Fridays.24 A 

regular bus service to Wallingford was started by Kemp’s in 1929 and taken over by Chiltern 

Queens Ltd in 1955,25 and in 2018 the village was still served by buses between Wallingford 

and Goring, and Oxford and Reading. Post was delivered through Wallingford by the 

1840s,26 and a sub-post office on the village street opened the following decade, run until the 

1890s by an agricultural labourer and his wife, and until the 1920s by the grocer Martha 

Higgs. Telegraph facilities were available by 1911 and a telephone by 1928, although 

Crowmarsh, Ipsden, and South Stoke (each c.1¾ miles away) remained the nearest money 

order offices.27 In 1971 the post office moved to the parish room, but closed in 1978.28 

 

Population 

 

In 1086 North Stoke manor included at least 43 tenant households, some of them probably 

in the upland areas later absorbed into Ipsden parish.29 By 1279 the number (including 

subtenants) had increased to 60, 12 of them freeholders,30 and 32 North Stoke and Ipsden 

inhabitants paid tax in 1316, falling to 22 in 1327. Despite that fall population apparently 

                                            
19

 OHC, tithe and enclo. maps; for Cook Lane, SJCC, D86.14. 
20

 Davis, Oxon. Map (1797); OHC, QSH/1803/T8–12; Bryant, Oxon. Map (1824). 
21

 OHC, E195/D/1. 
22

 Ibid. E195/D/2–4; ibid. tithe award and map. 
23

 C.H. Cook, Thames Rights and Thames Wrongs: A Disclosure (2nd edn, 1895), 84, 95, 221; J. 
Tucker, Ferries of the Upper Thames (2012), 131–2; above, Ipsden, landscape etc. (communics). 
24

 Kelly’s Dir. Oxon. (1924–31 edns). 
25

 ‘Reminiscences of Mongewell and North Stoke in the 1920s’: copy in OHC, PA MONG/944; L. 
James and J. Whitehead, Kemp’s and Chiltern Queens 1929–2002 (2017), 27, 161, 163. 
26

 PO Dir. Oxon. (1847 and later edns). 
27

 Gardner’s Dir. Oxon. (1852); PO Dir. Oxon. (1854–77 edns); Kelly’s Dir. Oxon. (1883–1939 edns); 
Blair’s Dir. Oxon. (1967); OS Maps 1:2500, Oxon. LII.3 (1898–1912 edns); 1:2500, SU 6186 (1970 
edn). 
28

 OHC, PAR253/3/A2/1; SODC online planning docs, P69/H0033; Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 97. 
29

 VCH Oxon. I, 418; below, landownership. 
30

 Rot. Hund. II, 779–81. Lower numbers recorded between 1295 and 1337 (up to 29 unfree and 10 
free tenants) perhaps excluded subtenants holding of mesne lords: TNA, C 133/72/5; C 134/15/7; C 
135/52/7. 
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remained buoyant even after the Black Death, since 153 North Stoke and Ipsden inhabitants 

aged over 14 paid poll tax in 1377, the highest number in Langtree hundred, and more than 

a fifth of the hundred total.31 

 Early 16th-century taxation figures included Stoke Row (then effectively separate) in 

the Chiltern hills, the two together containing c.35 taxpayers in 1524–5.32 In North Stoke 

itself 27 men swore the obligatory protestation oath in 1642, suggesting (as in 1676) an adult 

population of 54, and 16 households paid hearth tax in 1662.33 By 1738 the village contained 

21 houses,34 and in 1801 there were 32 and a population of 166, rising to 203 people in 33 

houses twenty years later. Numbers fell to 160 by 1841, recovered to 187 by 1871, then fell 

back to 156 by 1901, accommodated in 35–40 houses. An increase to 184 (in 49 houses) by 

1921 followed council-house building after the First World War, and at the parish’s 

incorporation into Crowmarsh in 1932 there were 190 people and 51 houses. Private 

development from the 1960s raised the number of households to c.100 by 2018.35 

 

Settlement 

 

Prehistoric, Roman, and Anglo-Saxon Settlement 

 

Dense scatters of Mesolithic struck flints suggest extensive activity on the Thames 

floodplain,36 and several funerary monuments were built there during the Neolithic period, 

possibly by upland dwellers using it for seasonal grazing.37 A polished igneous axe was 

found north of the village,38 and a pair of linear ditches to its south probably represent a bank 

barrow running northwards from an earlier mortuary enclosure.39 The monuments were re-

used in the early Bronze Age when a cremation pit was dug in the southern enclosure, while 

other Bronze-Age burials were marked by round barrows and ring-ditches,40 one of them 

                                            
31

 TNA, E 179/161/8–10; Poll Taxes 1377–81, ed. Fenwick, II, 295. 
32

 Sheail ed. Hoyle, 1524/5 Subs. II, 262; above, Ipsden, landscape etc. (boundaries). 
33

 Prot. Retns, 103; Compton Census, ed. Whiteman, 424; TNA, E 179/164/504. 
34

 Secker’s Visit. 111; cf. OHC, MSS Oxf. Dioc. d 556, f. 133; d 559, f. 145. 
35

 Census, 1801–1931; ‘Crowmarsh Parish Local Neighbourhood Plan’ (2017): accessed online Apr. 
2018; below (settlement). 
36

 S. Ford, ‘Flint Scatters and Prehistoric Settlement Patterns in South Oxfordshire and East 
Berkshire’, in A. Brown and M. Edmonds (eds), Lithic Analysis and Later British Prehistory (BAR Brit. 
Ser. 162, 1987), 118, 129. 
37

 Oxon. Atlas, p. 13; below. 
38

 HER, PRN 2004; OS Map 1:10000, SU 68 NW (1972 edn) 
39

 H.J. Case, ‘The Linear Ditches and Southern Enclosure, North Stoke’, in H.J. Case and A.W.R. 
Whittle (eds), Settlement Patterns in the Oxford Region; Excavations at the Abingdon Causewayed 
Enclosure and Other Sites (CBA Research Rep. 44, 1982), 68–9. 
40

 Ibid. 70; HER, PRN 3310; E.T. Leeds, ‘Round Barrows and Ring-Ditches in Berkshire and 
Oxfordshire’, Oxoniensia 1 (1936), 16–18. 
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containing a Beaker-culture child burial.41 The Bronze-Age barrows were most likely set in 

open grassland, ploughed only from Roman times or later.42 West of Port Way an undated 

enclosure and numerous pits partly coincide with Iron-Age pottery finds, although the extent 

of Iron-Age settlement is unclear.43 Activity continued there in the Roman period when arable 

cultivation extended across most of the later parish, a villa lying close by on the Ipsden–

Checkendon boundary.44 

Early Anglo-Saxon settlement near the present village is suggested by sherds of pre-

8th century pottery, shallow pits, and animal bone,45 and was perhaps superseded by later 

Anglo-Saxon settlement on the village site itself. The Anglo-Saxon place name stoc 

suggests a dependent settlement or outlying farmstead, attached most likely to an estate 

centre at Benson or Goring. By the 1080s, however, North Stoke was itself the focus of a 

sizeable estate and possible minster parish, some of its 40-odd tenants (and perhaps 

particularly its 9 bordars and 8 slaves) based presumably at a manorial centre near the 

village.46 

 

Medieval and Later Settlement 

 

In the 1760s–1840s North Stoke village comprised a single 300-yard street between the 

watermill on the north and the junction with Cook Lane on the south, its frontage lined mostly 

with workers’ cottages, and the church and larger farmhouses set back on either side.47 That 

probably reflected the medieval layout, comprising an early high-status core of church, 

manor house, and rectory house facing the river, and separate street-side dwellings for 

customary tenants. The medieval manor included scattered upland settlement as far away 

as Stoke Row,48 but settlement within North Stoke’s later parish was confined to the village 

until the early 19th century, when a few cottages were built on the Crowmarsh–Goring road 

in an area known by the 1860s as Newtown. A large mansion (The Springs) was built just 

                                            
41

 H.W. Catling, ‘A Beaker-Culture Barrow at North Stoke, Oxon.’, Oxoniensia 24 (1959), 1–12. 
42

 S. Ford, ‘The Excavation of a Ring-Ditch at North Stoke, Oxfordshire’, Oxoniensia 49 (1984), 6. 
43

 S. Ford and A. Hazell, ‘Prehistoric, Roman and Anglo-Saxon Settlement Patterns at North Stoke, 
Oxfordshire’, Oxoniensia 54 (1989), 12–14, 21–3; Benson and Miles, Upper Thames, 72, 74; HER, 
PRN 28336. 
44

 Ford and Hazell, ‘Settlement Patterns’, 14–18; HER, PRN 2488, 9770, 13074, 27600; Oxon. Atlas, 
p. 17. 
45

 Ford and Hazell, ‘Settlement Patterns’, 18–20; S. Ford and A. Hazell, ‘Trial Trenching of a Saxon 
Pottery Scatter at North Stoke, South Oxfordshire, 1988’, Oxoniensia 55 (1990), 169–71; Oxon. Atlas, 
p. 18. 
46

 PN Oxon. I, 49–50; below, landownership; above, vol. intro. (Anglo-Saxon settlement). The place 
name’s broader association with early religious centres is no longer widely accepted: M. Gelling and 
D. Probert, ‘Stoc in English Place-Names’, Jnl Eng. Place Name Soc. 42 (2010), 81–2. 
47

 Jefferys, Oxon. Map (1767); Davis, Oxon. Map (1797); OHC, tithe award and map; TNA, HO 
107/882. 
48

 Above, landscape etc. (boundaries); below, landownership. 
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north of the millpond in the 1890s, and a couple of houses south of Cook Lane before 1912. 

Further east the isolated White House pub was built on the Reading road c.1845, attracting a 

few additional cottages and (in 1891) a wheeled shepherd’s hut, while Black Barn (near 

Coblers Hill) was built before 1877, and Larkstoke (formerly Talana, in the parish’s south-

east corner by Icknield Way) c.1895.49 

 

 

 

 

 

Crowmarsh Rural District Council erected five pairs of council houses at Newtown 

from 1920 to 1929, to which Henley RDC added a sixth pair for agricultural workers in 1944, 

and a pair of bungalows in 1962.50 Both Newtown and Cook Lane saw considerable private 

development in the 1960s, mostly of detached or semi-detached houses and bungalows with 

exotic names including Maghera, Tintagel, and Tryvann.51 Thereafter the village’s expansion 

ceased save for limited infill,52 and a conservation area was created in 1984.53 Mains water 

was provided by the Goring & Streatley District Gas & Water Co. in 1905,54 but several 

                                            
49

 OHC, tithe award and map; OS Maps 1”, sheet XIII (1830 edn); 1:2500, Oxon. LII.3 (1877–1912 
edns); Reading Mercury, 7 June 1845 (White House); TNA, RG 9/741; RG 12/986; RG 13/1140; 
below (built character). 
50

 OHC, RDC4/1/A2/1–3; RDC4/2/F4/15; RDC4/2/F5/6; RDC4/2/F5/15; RDC8/2/A5/6; RDC8/2/A5/8; 
RDC8/3/F9/45; SODC online planning docs, P60/H0424; P60/H0546. 
51

 OHC, RDC8/3/F9/41; Blair’s Dir. Oxon. (1967); OS Maps 6”, Oxon. LII.NE (1960 edn); 1:2500, SU 
6186 (1970 edn); SODC online planning docs, P59/H0309; P64/H0715. 
52

 e.g. SODC online planning docs, P77/W0478; P82/W0526; P92/W0587. 
53

 SODC website (Oct. 2019). 
54

 Lond. Gaz. 21 Nov. 1902, pp. 7717–18. 

North Stoke village in 1898. From OS Map 1:2500, Oxon. LII.3. 
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houses were unconnected until later,55 and in 2018 North Stoke remained without mains 

drainage.56 

 

The Built Character 

 

   

 

 

 

Three quarters of North Stoke’s houses were taxed in 1662 on only one to three hearths,57 

and its most typical buildings remain relatively modest vernacular structures of brick and clay 

tile (some of them painted or rendered), with less frequent use of flint, timber framing, and 

thatch.58 Most date apparently from the 17th century and later, although a few may retain 

earlier cores, amongst them the small, timber framed former vicarage house, newly built 

c.1550 and apparently remodelled in the 1610s–80s.59 The 17th-century mill house was 

apparently refronted in the 18th century, incorporating patterned red and grey brickwork, a 

brick band between the ground and first floors, and a dentil eaves cornice,60 all features 

found elsewhere in the village. Slightly grander houses include Prospect House with its 

central doorway and fanlight, cartwheel window, and flanking sash windows, and the 18th-

century Day’s Cottage (the former village shop, post office, and beerhouse), which has three 

gables to the north and a prominent oriel window to the street.61 Some other prominent 

                                            
55

 e.g. Sale Cat., Wallingford Brewery Ltd (1930), lot 8: copy in OHC, PA 647.9; ibid. RDC8/2/A5/6, 21 
Nov. 1938, 22 May 1939, 23 Apr. 1940. 
56

 Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 102; ‘Crowmarsh Parish Local Neighbourhood Plan’ (2017): accessed online 
Apr. 2018. 
57

 TNA, E 179/164/504. 
58

 For the medieval church, below, relig. hist. 
59

 Below, relig. hist. (vicarage ho.). 
60

 NHLE, no. 1368936; OHC, POX0414597; below, econ. hist. (milling). The rear extension is 19th-
cent. 
61

 Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 59. 

Prospect House (left) and Day’s Cottage (right). 
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houses belonged to significant manorial or freehold estates, and may have had medieval 

predecessors.62 

 

 

 

 

 

Nineteenth- and early 20th-century gentrification led to new building and remodelling, 

some of it by North Stoke’s de facto squire, the businessman John (later Sir John) Wormald 

(d. 1933).63 Brook Lodge (opposite the mill) was bought by him in 1903 and rebuilt to 

designs by his brother-in-law, the Bolton-based architect Jonathan Simpson, involved later in 

the creation of the model village of Port Sunlight (Merseyside).64 The Arts-and-Crafts village 

hall (donated by Wormald in 1911) may also be Simpson’s work,65 and has a steeply sloping 

roof with a central wooden steeple, while Wormald and Simpson also collaborated in 

remodelling North Stoke’s largest house, The Springs, originally built in 1893–4 for the 

diplomat Sir Alexander Condie Stephen to designs by the Wallingford architect Samuel 

Johns. Wormald’s earliest alterations to the building – a black-and-white half-timbered house 

in Tudor Revival style, with a twin-gabled entrance front and central projecting porch – were 

                                            
62

 The Old Farmho., The Grange, Kimberley Cottage, Brook Ho., Rectory Fm: below, landownership 
(manor hos; other estates). 
63

 For Wormald, ‘The Springs: Heritage Statement’ (June 2015), p. 10 (SODC online planning docs, 
P15/S2158/FUL); below, landownership; social hist. 
64

 OHC, SL162/2/D/7; Bolton Archives, ZHCA/69 (plans, 1906). 
65

 ‘Springs Heritage Statement’, p. 11; below, social hist. (since 1800). 

The Springs prior to its closure in 2014, showing the guitar-
shaped swimming pool installed for the rock singer Ian Gillan. 
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undertaken c.1902–4 by the Reading architect J.S. Dodd, who among other changes 

enclosed the terrace at the house’s southern end with diamond-pane glazing to create a 

winter garden. Simpson’s 1905–13 remodelling, some of it with his son James Lomax-

Simpson, was more extensive, doubling the length of the west front to create a four-gabled 

range, and enlarging and refashioning the south-eastern range, which accommodated a 

billiard room and library and was connected to the house’s main part by a covered 

walkway.66 Wormald also pressed for improvements to North Stoke’s earliest council houses 

(designed by Messrs Brasher & Sons of Wallingford with prominent gables to the street), 

requesting coloured roughcast and replacement of garden fences with hedges. The houses 

were cheaply built, however, and deteriorated rapidly, requiring extensive repairs and (in the 

early 1960s) thorough modernization.67 

Later private development at Newtown and Cook Lane, some of it by the local builder 

Douglas Hansen, was generally unexceptionable, and most houses were subsequently 

extended and improved.68 In the early 1960s Hansen also made modest changes at The 

Springs (then used as a retirement home), which in the 1970s was restored as a luxury hotel 

by the rock singer Ian Gillan, designs by the Sussex architect Michael Rowell including a 

guitar-shaped open-air swimming pool. Changes in the 1980s (under new owners) involved 

the Oxfordshire-based architects Ivor Smith, Cailey Hutton, and Andrew Nichols, and (later) 

the firm of Donald Jackson & Associates, while a large, half-timbered golf clubhouse (by 

Robert Stephenson Associates of Abingdon) was added to the north-west c.1989. The hotel 

itself closed in 2014, however,69 and in 2018 was awaiting redevelopment. At Larkstoke 

(now in Ipsden), the c.1895 house was extended in the early 20th century, and from 2008 

was transformed by Mark A. Langrick & Associates into a grand country residence for the 

property developer Lord Kerry Hamer.70 

 

                                            
66

 ‘Springs Heritage Statement’; Reading Mercury, 28 Apr. 1894; Bolton Archives, ZHCA/67–8. 
67

 OHC, RDC4/1/A1/6, pp. 42, 302; RDC4/1/A2/1–3; RDC4/3/A1/1; RDC8/2/A5/6; RDC8/2/A5/8. 
68

 e.g. SODC online planning docs, P10/W0599; P17/S0915/HH; P17/S2848/HH. 
69

 ‘Springs Heritage Statement’; Reading Mercury, 10 Nov. 1962, 13 Nov. 1965: cuttings in OHC, 
ORCC 103; Architects’ Jnl, 13 July 1983, 73–5. 
70

 Baker, Ipsden, 50; OS Map 1:2500, Oxon. LII.3 (1898–1912 edns); SODC online planning docs, 
P08/E0783; P08/E0860 etc. 


